
Former FBI Director James Comey Admits “I
Was Wrong” After IG Horowitz Exposed 17
Serious Inaccuracies and Omissions in FISA
Warrant Applications
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Horowitz concluded that the FBI either was grossly negligent or engaged in intentional
misconduct. Former FBI Director James Comey admitted he was wrong and blamed it on
“sloppiness.”

Special Counsel Robert Mueller ‘Not
Familiar’ with Fusion GPS, Which Produced
the Steele Dossier, the Key Evidence for His
Investigation
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Congressman Louis Gohmert said that he believes Mueller’s performance was partially an
act, designed to run out the 5-minute clock to avoid answering more questions. He says
Mueller intentionally drew out the investigation to affect the 2018 midterm elections.

Two of Mueller’s Prosecutors Who Left His
Team Had Contact with Top DOJ Official
Connected to Fusion GPS
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US Representative Jim Jordan (R-OH) said the dismissal of two key investigators, Andrew
Weissmann and Zainab Ahmad, at the start of March may be due to bias as they knew
Christopher Steele, the author of the discredited dossier, was “desperate to stop
Trump.”

Special Counsel Robert Mueller Delivers
Final Report, Yet Investigation Fails to
Charge Any American Citizen with Collusion
with Russia
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This is not the end of Trump’s problems as federal and state prosecutors are pursuing
other investigations that grew out of Mueller’s probe. The new investigations focus on
Trump, his family business, his advisors and associates, and will not be limited to
“Russian collusion”.

The Deep State Lies about the Phony Steele
Dossier Are Surfacing, But Investigation
Documents Are Kept Under Wraps to Protect
the UK
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Glenn Simpson of Fusion GPS, who published the infamous Steele dossier previously
testified under oath that he never spoke with Bruce Ohr about the Steele dossier prior
to the FISA order in 2016. This is in direct contradiction to Bruce Ohr’s testimony
under oath last month.
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FISA Court Scandal: No Hearings on Trump/
Page Surveillance Warrants. Three of the
Warrants Were Issued After Trump Won
Presidency.
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Judicial Watch discovered the FISA Court held no hearings on the surveillance warrant
applications from the FBI that was based on Christopher Steele’s ‘dirty dossier”. Three
of the warrants were executed after President Trump was elected. The fourth renewal of
the warrant was signed under Mueller’s reign, implicating him in using the fraudulent
document.

Former Clinton Pollster Says Hillary Broke
Campaign Finance Laws, Not Trump
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Hillary Clinton failed to report millions of dollars that were paid to a Democratic law
firm that, in turn, paid out money to political research firm Fusion GPS and British ex-
spy, Christopher Steele, without listing them on any campaign expenditure form. Nothing
was done about it.

Republican Lawmakers Introduced Articles of
Impeachment Against Deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein
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Rod Rosenstein, the top official in the Department of Justice (DOJ) overseeing Robert
Mueller’s investigation, is being impeached for failure to comply with House oversight
requests. The House conservatives further chastised the DOJ and Rosenstein for
withholding embarrassing documents, knowingly hiding information, abusing the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) process, and failure to comply with Congressional
subpoenas.
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Clapper Leaked Dirty Dossier Info to CNN and
then Denied It Under Oath to Congress
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James Clapper, the former Director of National Intelligence (DNI) who later became a CNN
commentator, not only leaked information related to the infamous “Steele dossier” to
CNN’s Jake Tapper while Clapper was in office, but it appears he also lied about it to
Congress while under oath.

Bombshell Report: 7 to 10 Unidentified
Democrats Spent $50-Million to Shatter
Trump’s Presidency
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A House intelligence committee report revealed that researchers were paid $50-million by
donors from California and New York to create the discredited Steele dossier in order to
oust President Trump. The Clinton campaign and Democratic National Committee funded the
dossier. George Soros was also linked as a donor in the scheme. The dossier was used
improperly by the FBI in seeking a federal court order for surveillance of Americans
during the campaign.

Democrats’ Rebuttal Memo Omits Fact That DNC
and Hillary Paid for the Dirty Dossier
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US: Democrats published a rebuttal memo to the FISA memo released by Republicans who
alleged that the FBI and DOJ had abused the FISA system in obtaining the warrant. The
Democrats’ rebuttal omitted several key points such as: former FBI Deputy Director Andy
McCabe’s testimony that the FISA warrant would not have been sought without the infamous
dossier, and it ignores the fact that the Democratic National Committee and the Hillary
Clinton campaign paid for the dossier.


